Angela, 16 year old White British/AfroCaribbean mixed race female

**Street trouble**

1. yeah we was on a bus yeah
2. coming back from Soho cos that's what we used to do all the time
3. we used to go Soho
4. make bare trouble . er .
5. and we got into beef with some woman on the bus
6. cos she said (racist term removed) or something like that
7. and I'm half black innit
8. so I was like "what are you talking about?" .
9. and erm ... so we beefed this woman now yeah
10. we come off the bus
11. and there's some crackhead man
12. this is we're in my area we're in my ends now yeah .
13. and the man's like "oh I just got stopped . stopped by feds and . I had to pay
14. them a score and reh teh teh"
15. and all this yeah? ..
16. and and we was just like these times we're yutes yeah
17. we're fourteen do you know what I mean
18. we got shook innit
19. we're not gonna lie yeah .
20. see one of my bredrens
21. he kinda got . kind of got us out of it
22. he tried to say I meant to pay him a score back each .
23. so we was like "okay" .
24. so . we ducked out from him now yeah
25. and we see him a couple of months later .
26. and I do have a lot of gold
27. but I'm not wearing it today
28. but I do have a lot of gold yeah .
29. he was like "don't worry . I'm not gonna erm . I'm not gonna jills you for your .
30. turn"
31. and I was like "what's turn?"
32. and he was like "gold" whatever .
33. so I put my ring in my bra yeah .
34. and he . twisted up my hand behind my back
35. and went down my bra
36. and took it out ..
37. swear down